Willow Class Topic Web Term 22.2.21
Maths We will be learning to count forwards and

Space

backwards to 20.
Consolidating making teen numbers and identifying
how many tens and how many ones in each number.

Outdoor learning
We will be looking for signs of Spring in the
woods and using spring spotter sheets.
We will also be making nests for the birds.

We will be learning to identify one more and 1 less
than a number and using correct vocabulary to
compare numbers more/fewer.

R.E/PSHE
Our school value this term is Justice

Cooking
To follow instructions and make spring biscuits and
make chocolate nests independently.
Please look out for this terms contribution request

Our jigsaw theme this term is Healthy Me.
In R.E we will be learning about Spring and The
Easter Story.

of £5 for cooking on Parent Pay, thank you.

English
Knowledge and understanding
Science We will be learning new vocabulary to
describe materials and create space rockets from
different materials.
Geography We will be looking at the world from
space, exploring globes and understanding sea and
land.
Technology We will be learning to take photos with
the iPad to record own learning using drawing/art
programs to create own space themed pictures.

Phonics Phase 3: we will be revising sounds already learnt and learning
oo igh ar ur ure oi ow er ear air and applying them to reading and
spelling in sentences. We will also be revising tricky words learnt so far
and learning the new ones said her they are all.
Reading books will be linked to the sounds we have been learning, so it
is important to practise them regularly at home. Books will be changed
on a Monday and a Friday. Please make a note or simply a tick and
initials to indicate if a book has been read at home.
Writing. We will be reading Beegu and learning to create story maps, to
talk about how the characters feel and what they may say to each
other. We will be giving oral instructions linked to our space topic eg
How to clean your teeth in space and then writing instructions too.

Expressive arts and design
We will be trying blow and bubble painting linked to
the 3 pigs.
We will be looking at still life paintings by artists and
painting spring flowers in the style of one of them e.g
Van Gogn
We will be exploring a range of junk modelling
techniques to make space rockets.
In music we will be learning to sing nursery rhymes
with actions and instruments. Also performing a story
retell to Hungarian dance Vol 5 Johannes Brahms

